
Hi, I’m Alicia Scanlon a consultant with Eco Logical Australia.
I’m presenting one of several talks at the conference focused on bats and 
infrastructure.
We’ve worked on a number of infrastructure projects recently involving bat roosts 
and we’d like to share some of the lessons we have learnt. 
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Bats don’t just use underpasses for passage, they also take up residence

in these features.

Over one-third of the roughly 80 species of bat in Australia have been 

known to roost in mines, bridges, culverts and tunnels.

I will highlight improvements to the management of microbats in bridges 

and culverts through two project based examples.

But first let me introduce you to the bat that is often the focus of culvert 

and bridge works.

Listed as a threatened species under NSW TSC Act.

Found along the coast from the Kimberley's in WA, n Qld and along the 

east coast, through NSW, Vic and SA. Also found inland along major rivers 

such as Murray River.

Roosts in bridges, culverts, caves, mines, tunnels and tree hollows, 

generally within 100m of water

Interactions with road infrastructure and bridge maintenance projects

Specialist feeding on small fish, crustaceans, and aquatic insects by 

trawling feet across water surface.
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The first roost located in far northern NSW, between Brunswick Heads and

Mullumbimby, north of Byron Bay.

Brunswick to Yelgun Pacific Highway upgrade constructed a new bridge 

over the Brunswick River.

Old bridge had to be demolished for safety and maritime access reasons.

The Brunswick project began in early 2007 when bats were discovered in 

the old bridge just prior to demolition.

Although general microbat surveys were conducted as part of the EIA, 

searches for potential roosts were not part of the initial surveys or conditions 

of approval.

A maternity colony of LFM was confirmed, one of the largest known at the 

time.
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These pictures show a drainage scupper on the underside of the old Brunswick Bridge and a close up shot of a 
scupper packed full of LFM. Bottom left  picture shows a number of LFM roosting in a partially demolished section 
of the bridge and the final picture shows the bridge wrapped in shadecloth as a means to exclude the bats.

At the time there was a lack of formal guidelines to assist in managing these situations (RMS Best Practice 
note for this type of work was developed in 2008). Extensive consultations with OEH, other bat experts 
undertaken and active translocation was agreed upon as the method.

Bat boxes were installed in adjacent Nature Reserve and within abutments of new bridge 1 month prior to 
translocation with the aim of providing the bats with new homes.

Active translocation involved the capture of bats in their roosts, placement in sealed boxes within the bridge 
abutment, release at dusk. Emergence of bats from the boxes was chaotic. No bats ever returned to boxes or 
relocated scuppers within abutments of new bridge (in five years of monitoring). In fact 20% continued to roost at 
old bridge.

Because the bat roost was not discovered until mid-project we were bound by tight timeframes and contractual 
pressures. Active translocation was supposed to speed up the process by habituating bats to new roosts but it 
turned out to be ineffective and highly stressful for the bats and personnel involved. In fact several bats died 
after capture (mostly sub-adults, highly agitated in bags, low conditioning, high parasite load, highly 
physiologically stressed).

The next step was excluding bats from the bridge by progressively closing the roosts.
Wide range of exclusion and deterrent techniques attempted, none successful.
Blocking off entrances to roosts, sealing up holes with expanding foam, applying lanolin, spraying dog and cat 
repellent, broadcasting predator calls (owl calls), shining lights onto roost entrances (throughout the night).

Small numbers continued roosting where-ever they could gain a foothold.
The maternity colony had an incredibly strong affinity for the old bridge roost which it had likely used as a 
breeding site since habitat created 15-30 years earlier.

In the end the most successful technique was gift wrapping a bridge. The maternity colony disbanded. It wasn’t 
until one year later when we were able to install large wooden lattice boxes under another bridge downstream 
that we saw some positive results,  a maternity colony of LFM has grown  from <20 to >130 bats over 4 years of 
monitoring.
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Also located in far northern NSW, between Byron Bay and Ballina.

Pacific Highway upgrade starting at Tintenbar and finishing at Ewingsdale.

Road follows the ridgeline.

Several smaller drainage lines bisected, multiple culverts traversed.

The first improvement: T2E microbat project began in 2010, when Eco 

Logical Australia was engaged by RMS to conduct searches of all 

structures representing potential microbat roosting habitat as part of the EIA 

approval process.

During searches of ten culverts, we discovered a small maternity roost 

within one culvert. Each culvert has between 2 and 8 cells.
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The picture on the left shows the culvert roost, a small LFM maternity in an 
earthen chamber above a grab hole in the culvert. The right hand picture shows a 
small cluster of LFM within a bat box in the culvert the day after exclusion.

Second improvement: Once the LFM colony was identified within the culvert we 
had some guidelines to work with. The RMS Best Practice note for managing the 
impacts on bats in RTA bridges and structures 2008 had been developed.

A BMP is required if (threatened) bats are present or potentially present, specify 
the measures to protect bats from either direct or indirect harm. Key to better 
management and can be applied to other development situations involving bat 
roosts.

Critical components of the BMP were minimal capture and handling of bats and 
seasonal closure of works during the breeding season at locations where bats 
were roosting.

Third improvement: 8 wooden lattice boxes were installed in two nearby 
culverts 12 months prior to clearing/construction works.
Monitoring prior to construction confirmed the boxes were being used.
Exclusion enacted during winter one year after installation of bat boxes.
Small cluster of approx 10 LFM found in culvert box on next drainage line north  
(<500m away) next day and have been in residence ever since, completing two 
breeding cycles. 
Textbook exclusion with no disruption to annual breeding cycles or losses to the 
colony, no delays to the highway upgrade project and all costs incorporated into 
the project budget.
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In both projects the most successful alternative habitat has been wooden 

lattice style boxes fixed to the underside of bridges and culverts within 

close proximity to the affected site.

These boxes can be inhabited within days of installation and in the case of 

the culvert roost, the maternity colony moved in permanently the same night 

that they were excluded from the original roost. Numerous similar examples 

from NSW and Qld.

It is important to install more than one bat box because bats require a 

suite of roosts within their home range.

Having a number of boxes on or surrounding a worksite allows greater 

flexibility for the bats to move between locations when works need to be 

undertaken – no significant impact. A point which was clearly illustrated 

within the culvert roosts at T2E last year.
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These pictures show the culverts of an adjacent drainage line prior to and 

during construction. 

In this case construction activities had to be conducted within the culvert 

outside breeding season but when the bats were in residence.

Despite having lost one roost and being disturbed in a newly 

established maternity roost LFM persisted at this location because they 

were able to change cells within the culvert and avoid direct interactions 

with construction activities.

Provides an indication of the scarcity of roosts out there and illustrates the 

point that a number of bat boxes is better than one, shows that works can 

continue at inhabited sites under certain circumstances provided suitable 

alternative roosts are available.
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Identification of bat roosts at the EIA stage enabled us to work with RMS on 

innovative and experimental roost designs.

Floating Bat Hotel which LFM began utilising within weeks of launch, to 

date small numbers confirmed.

Suitable for sites with stationary water bodies such as dams or lakes, golf 

courses. 

Also planning to replicate the original roost on a small island in the dam 

using a section of pipe culvert, with bat boxes or roost chamber. 

Creation of bat habitat within bridges and culverts is a preferable 

solution in the long-term because the lifespan of the roosts should be 

similar to that of the structures, reduced issues with maintenance of 

artificial roosts and ownership/responsibility. 

The Bebo arch design currently used for many smaller drainage lines and 

underpasses as well as dedicated fauna underpasses is a great example of 

bat-friendly design.  We will visit a site at Glenugie during the field trip on 

Wed where hundreds of Little Bentwing Bats have begun roosting in a Bebo

arch not designed with bats specifically in mind.
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1.Early identification of roosts/roosting habitat at the EIA approvals stage, should be undertaken 
wherever possible. Increases likelihood of successful outcomes for industry and the environment. 
An engineer can specify crevice widths for expansion joints or other crevices to include or exclude 
bats. 

2.Production of a BMP to guide timing of actions and provide detail on mitigation measures. Works 
can generally continue during certain seasons, dependent upon the type of roost and species 
involved (summer breeding/ winter hibernation). 

3. Ideally, bat boxes should be in place for a full year prior to construction works to allow both 
resident and seasonal bat species to become familiar with them.  Targeted and careful placement 
of boxes greatly increases uptake, know your species and roost preferences. Use of boxes allows 
known locations to be monitored, provides greater flexibility and increased likelihood of non-
significant impacts when undertaking future works. 

Boxes are easily/cheaply constructed, monitored and manipulated.

4. Monitoring importantly allows us to see which mitigation methods are successful and worth 
investing in. Also increases our understanding of a poorly studied group of animals.  

5. Only one bat was handled for ID purposes on the T2E project, minimal handling and disturbance, 
reduced stress upon the colony; lower field survey costs, low risk to personnel, disruption to 
building contractors.

6. Unlicensed, unvaccinated personnel must not handle bats, particularly threatened bats unless in 
an emergency. This is for both legal and safety reasons. 

Regardless of whether bridges and culverts or other structures are built for use by bats; if suitable 
habitat exists within and around these structures then bats will use them.  It makes sense to 
incorporate bat friendly features where appropriate, building up a network of known roosts that 
are easily monitored and manipulated, reducing the likelihood of a significant impact when 
construction or maintenance issues arise. Food for thought perhaps.
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I hope I have opened up the possibilities for better management of bats and 

infrastructure through this talk.

Thanks for your time.

Any questions?
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